Title word cross-reference

18th [Ano13]. 1960 [Gut16].


3 [Wil16].

5 [Lov16].

6th [Ano13].

71 [Dra14].


Web11, WWL+10, Bla14, Tan17.
Assessments [FTNdB14, WF13, vDFL14, vDH14]. asset [Art16], asset-based [Art16].
Assimakopoulos [Sti17]. Assistant [HFW+12]. associated [WSBTM15].
assumptions [Xu15]. Assurance [Lab14].
Astrid [Bey14, Gro14]. asymmetries [SD15, dBlH14]. Attaining [WS16].
atttempts [Kas17, UJ14]. attitudes [SCB+16, WCK+14]. Attitudinal
[SCB+16]. Attracting [KG17a]. audiences [SCB+16]. Audretsch [Bra13]. Audretsch
[Hoy13]. Australia [Bee13, Coo14, HFS+13, LH13, TWGJ11, Van10]. Austria [SPH10].
Austrian [DT11]. authorship [MPP+17]. awarding [VCD16]. awards [BL10].
B [Bra13, Hoy13, Mar13]. bad [BGY+16].
balances [HBEvdV10]. Balancing
[SNT+14, MTZ17]. Baldridge [LS12a].
Baltic [TK17, Vit15]. banking [MBHD12].
barrier [MBH14, Par10]. barriers [BL16, BdCB14, FvDr16, GST13, RHI5, HN15].
Barry [Alv13, Kee13]. base [TS15]. Based
[CS17, Art16, ADS10, BN15, Dan17, Das15, dMFPP14, Gal12, KB17, KVH13, LP16, MFC12, NGB14, Tnn17, Tns13, TK11, YZ11, ZP17, FvDr16]. bases [ZLLU16].
basic [KG10, Hem12, Kol15, RRS12].
basis [MVFG15]. Basque [NVAM14]. Bayh
[WS16]. be [Äm13, BdV14, MVFG15].
bedside [vdWWvB12]. Beech [Pag11].
been [BFPC10]. beginning [Flo14].
behavior [CG13, HF17]. behaviors
[HL11]. behaviour [Gök10, KKL17]. bench
[vdWWvB12]. benchmarking [DMR13].
Benedikt [Cd14]. benefits [Äm13, Arz10, DA10, DDT10, Dit10, FdSdS+10]. Bengt
Berglund [Tei14]. Berlin [Ano13].
Bernhard [Man15]. best [SMR16]. Better
[Fit13, Fit13]. Between
[BUK16, AWD16, AV10, BJB11, CPP+13, DA10, DDT10, Dut10, Klo13, KB11, MK13, MRR17, OPMGCM14, OR10, RHJS15, SN13, SNL15, Tnn13, TK11, UJ14]. Beyer
[Ren13]. Beyond [BJR17, BLKR17, CS14, LSTC17, Lov16, Tnn13, Tas13, TYM+14, AR11, Hub14, Sch15]. bibliometric [Aag15]. Bibliometrics [Sch15, CS14, DP13].
bibliometrics-informed [DP13]. Big
Bio-entrepreneurship [UJ14]. Biobank
[HP12]. biobanking [MMGM12, Tnp11].
Biodiversity [Ken17]. bioeconomy
[Kea13, WHMS13]. Bioethics
[Fra12, SH14a, Bro10, MBHD12]. biofuel
dMFPP14. Biofuels [BSM14, TD12].
Biological [Mar13, RJ14, WHMS13].
biology [MBH14, vDH14]. biomass [LP16].
bimedical [Aar17, LT11, vdWvB12].
bioengineering [RdR14, SS10].
biopharmaceutical
[Gro11a, Son17, Tnn11]. biosafety [KM13].
bioscience [LS15]. bioscientific [Fra12].
biosecurity [DST10, EG14].
bionanotechnology [MBHD12].
Biotechnology
[Fra12, SG16, AGS16, cC12, FSK11, Hei13, Hem12, HR12, HM10, Kin11, KKL17]. bird
[EG14]. Birgitta [Tei14]. Bjerke
[Mot12, Tei14]. Björn [Mot12, Tei14]. Black
[Jac12]. Blaise [Sch15]. Blandine [Val14a].
block [RdMDAY16]. blocks [Gök10].
blood [MBHD12]. blurring [SN13]. Bodies
[Fra12]. Bolivia [PRZ+10]. Booser [Afz13].
Book [Afz13, Ali15, Alm16, Álv13, And15, Art12, Art14, Bey14, BK17, Bra13, Cad14, Cal12, Cat12, Cla13a, Cla13b, Cla15, Das15, Del16, Egb13, Egb14, Esp13, Eva15, Fer16, Fit13, Fra12, Gb13, Gop14, Gro14, Gut16, Hal17, Haw12, Haw15, Hic12, Him16, Hol15, Hoy13, Hro14, Jac12, Kee13, Kee16, Ken16, Ken17, Kle12, Kor14, Lab14, Lem16, Les13, Lev15, Lig14, Liv12, Lov16, Lus16, Man15, Mar13, Mes14, Mil13, Mil15, Mot12, Mot16,


---

Lev15, Liv12, Ors14]. Debate
[She15, Jen14]. debates [BB13, KCS17],
debris [McC13]. Debunking
[Haw15, Maz14]. decarbonisation [LP16],
Decentralisation [KA17].
derial [BCSFC15]. decide
[LMDU16]. Deciphering [Tan10]. decision
[HHJ10, NdMSFC12, WWL+10].
decision-makers [NdMSFC12].
decision-making [HHJ10]. Decisions
[Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decide [NdMSFC12].
Decisions [Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].
decide [LMDU16]. Decisions [ Fit13, BSBD14, Gro10, O'B13, SSC17].
decide [LMDU16]. Decision [NdMSFC12].


ethanol [Ekl11]. Ethic [MBHD12]. Ethical [Flo14, CETRW12, Rod10, Tho13, WF13]. ethically [Flo14]. Ethics [STF17, Sut17, All10].

establishing [Art16]. everything [Art16]. Evidence [ADR15, ADK16, AG17b, ÁC15, FG16, Hem17, KG17b, MRR17, PJYL15, Por16, RP17, RRS12, SRC17, SSC17, Smi16, Val14b, AF14, BdV14, DDT10, FdSds+10, LP16, MFC12, Son17, Tan17, TDBS11, YHSH17, Lv14, SR11, ZP17, vDFL14].


expertise [All10, CH17, Kri15, Par10, SV15]. experts [SCB+16]. explain [OAB10]. Explaining [HM10, MF16, Mus16, BE14, VJ12].


Facing [KSC+12, Rad11]. Factors [IR17, PEV+14, CS10, FBS16, GRLR17, LS14, TDBS11, WSBTM15, LKP16, OPBCM16]. factual [LDB+12]. Faculties [KdR17].


HBEvdV10, Sen13, Ros10, SDP11, Rah15. Globalisation [ZLLU16].
Globalization [Dan17]. globally [MTR13].
GM [Cla13a]. goals [Dun10]. goes [Ros10].
Good [Hol15, Tho13, BGY16, Sch14, Flo14].
goods [SDP11].
governable [Web11]. Governance [Con17, DSP17, Kee13, Mus16, OL13, Rah15, Rya15, Shi15, Am13, AF14, Art11, BE14, Cla13c, DT11, EJB11, Gal14, GST13, HA11, HNRM11, HMB14b, KD10, Lar12, LDL+10, MGGM12, MBHD12, Nie16b, SH14a, SBL15, Eva15, Val14b].
governing [FG13, HLH13, dJMA12, Rod10, SS10, WJOS14, Bru10, Cal12].
government [Kim14, Art12, Boh14, CS10, Has11, HFS+13, IH11, LH13, NO16, PJYL15, SMVdP14, Sen17, Tam17, WS16, dOB17, Art14].
government-led [CS10].
government-sponsored [NO16].
government-supported [PJYL15].
governments [Kri15].
governpreneurship [Art14].
grad [BJS12, CAK12, KCM+12, Ric16, MF17].
grant [SSC17].
Greater [DP13].
Greece [PCS10].
Greek [Kas13].
Green [Su16, HM10].
Greene [Das15].
Greenhouse [Kee13].
greybeards [Bru11a].
Griffiths [Ken16].
Grilli [Art12].
ground [BLS12].
Group [MBHD12, Van10].
groups [KKL17].
Growth [Wix15, Dun10, LBS+15, Men10, Tas13, Xu15, YZ11, Bra13].
Guest [ASSX16].
Guide [Mes14, Wad17].

H5N1 [EG14].
Haber [Wii16].
Hail [For10].
Hallmarks [Van10].
Handbook [Lai17, Hoy13, Lig14, Rob14, Sri14].
Hans [Mot12].
hard [Rob14].
hardback [Gut16, Sti17].
hardcover [Alm16, Lov16].
hardware [Pea16].

Harnessing [Sch15, CS14].
Hart [Liv12].
Hartmut [Mil15].
Harvest [Sea13].
hazard [Bor16].
Head [BLS12].
Health [ACBP16, Fit13, Fit17, SH14b, Sni14, WBB11, WHMS13, vdVVvdB12, SH14c].

Heartland [JNP16].
Heblich [Hoy13].
Heidemann [Bey14, Gro14].
Heidi [Das15].

Helix [FT12, NZ16, RHJS15, RRH17, Bre12, Vii11, YHR12].
hello [Pag11].
help [LSTC17].
Henry [FM16].
Heterogeneity [AF14].
Heterogeneous [AC15, BUK16].

High [Tuu11, ZWL16].
High-tech [Tuu11].

Higher [DSP17, FM15, Kwi12, SST12, Wli16].
Higher-level [FM15].
hindering [dBdLHB14].
Hirsch [Mil15].

Hirsch-Kreinsen [Mil15].
Hisrich [Art14].
historical [Elz12].
holders [BCSFC15].
holistic [NVAM14].
Holloway [Fra12].

Hommels [Eva15].
honour [BFE11].
Hope [Su16].
hopes [Tuu11].
Hopper [Ren13].
horizon [ABC+12, KSC+12, vR10].
Horizons [Swa17, HLH13].
hormone [Dun10].
hospitals [BdV14, RRMS12].

House [Har14].
HRST [Kam11].
Hubbard [Lov16].
Huggins [Alm16].
Human [KWJ17, Flo14, LHLH13, MF16, MF17, SH14a, SBC16, YH14].
human/animal [SH14a].
humanities [Cas10, OPMGC14].
hybrid [Kri15].
hype [Tan13].

Hypothesis [Hol15, Sch14].

IAN [Cat12].
ICT [LTU10, Dia11, LTU10].
idea [Isk17].
ideas [Kol15, Sch14, Sni14, Hol15].
defined [BdV14].
Identifying [Pre14, VJ12, vR10].
identities [CS15].
if [Tei14].
Ignorance [Gro10].
IIT [Kam11].
Ilan [Sti17].
ilusion [Mer12].
Illustrations [NM15, Sch11].
imagery [WO17].
Imagination [Mot12].
Imaginative [Gib13].
Imaging [Ese14].
immersive [WWL+10].
Impaact [ADS10, BCSF17, CS14, Cro13, Dia11, GC13, GST13, GBH11, HFW+12, HOSV13].
knowledge-based [Gal12, YZ11].
Knowledge-intensive [HKS14, CL15, GBH11, Gr14, Mil15].
knowledge-transfer [Kwo11].
Knut [Tan13].
Konisky [Lev15].
Korea [CRS17, Hem17, Ko15, Kwo11, rL11, OL13, YH14].
Korean [PJYL15].
Kranakis [Kor14].
Kreinsen [Mil15].
Kreiser [Su16].
Krsto [Sti17].
Kurt [Ren13].
Kyro [Egb14].
label [vHDdJ17].
Labor [Esp13].
Laboratories [Ben13, HH12, JCC10, Lv14].
laboratory [Hal11].
Labour [Joh17, Esp13, Lor11].
labs [Wes12, SBKP17].
ladder [LVG11].
Lamastra [Art12].
landscape [BKM10, FTNdB14, Lnu14, ML13].
Lanka [AW10].
Laperche [Val14a].
Large [Ben13, Fit17, CR10, LF13], large-scale [LF13].
Larry [Su16].
Lassen [Bey14, Gre14].
last [Uln15].
latecomer [TDBS11].
Latin [Arz10, Dia11, DA10, Dut10, Mat17].
Latvia [HL11].
Laura [Alm16, Del16].
Law [KdR17, KI17, SL17, CGL13, HLH13].
lay [SCB+16].
leaders [vdWVvdB12].
leadership [HS16].
leading [rL11, SFZ16].
learn [VMP10].
learned [HDT17].
Learning [Bla14, Tan13, AS10, BFE11].
Bor11, Bro14, Han10, Har13, Joh11, Kin11, KIo13, Ko15, KD10, MTZ17, Wil16].
led [CS10, MAS13, SvTvL15].
Lederer [Hoy13].
Lee [Ålv13, Su16].
legacy [Bla14].
Legal [Hem12].
legitimacy [CH17, HMH+15, SNT+14, WWL+10].
Lenfest [BSHG16].
lens [HBRUM13].
Leon [Vil11].
Lessons [ABC+12, ADLK12, GG14, Gie17, OR10, SFBB10].
Lester [Liv12].
Level [FM16, Coz12, FM15, HH13, KD10, LHGW14, Lor11, PCS10, RHJS15, SNL15, Vit15].
Leveling [FM16].
Levidow [Cia13a].
Levratto [Val14a].
Lewis [FM16].
licensing [WLYCL15].
Lidskog [Cal12].
life [Gie17, Hro14].
light [SSK15].
lighting [Ben13].
likely [KCS17].
Limitations [SSK15, Jul12].
Limits [Nie16a, BL10, Cro13].
Line [Sco14].
Linnenluecke [Kor14].
liquid [TD12].
List [Ano10b].
Livestock [ADLK12].
Local [Aag15, Dra14, Hm10, SMR16].
Locally [Gib13].
Locating [MBD+12, RHS12].
Logic [Go17].
logics [Am13, SFZ16].
Logistics [Wix15].
long [Bon11, SvTvL15].
long-term [Bon11, SvTvL15].
look [Ar11, Lin14, Mat10, Mic11].
Looking [SSK15, AVL12, LVG11].
looks [Rob14].
loops [Uln15].
Love [Joh17].
Low [Liv12, Liv16, Mil15, ASSX16, HKS14, Hub14, Gib13].
Low-Carbon [Lov16, Liv12, ASSX16, Hub14].
Low-cost [Liv12].
Low-Tech [Mil15, HKS14].
Luca [Art12].
Luis [Gop14].
Lundvall [BFE11].
Lyme [DOB17].
Lynn [Hro14].
M [Das15, Lev15, Liv12, Tei12].
MA [Gut16, Sti17, Wil16].
macro [TD12].
macro-environment [TD12].
made [JIVH14, Li11].
Madras [Kam11].
magician [Por16].
magicians [Wil10].
mainstream [SSK15].
maintenance [SM10].
Make [FT17, Tei14, Am13, KCS17].
makers [NdMSFC12, WH12a, WH12b].
Making [Art11, Lab14, Odu13, Web11, Esc14, HHJ10, KM13, KSC+12, Kri15, Löv11, PE13, Por16, SPH10, ZP17].
Malaysian [Has11].
manage [Col10].
Management
AdCBBB15, KH12a, RHJS15, SvTvL15,

Marianna [Hav15]. Market [vHDdJ17, ADK16, Art12, Gau12, MK13, VRL13, WLS12]. marketing [DMFP14].

Markets


Media


Multidimensional [Sch15, CS14]. multilevel [KCIW14, LSKVA17].


Nadine [Val14a]. Nano [Ros10, KCS12, Bohl14]. nano-scientists [KCS12]. nanofood [DBLHB14].


Afz13]. policy-based [Tan17].
Policy-driven [LP16, PCS10].
Policy-Making [Lab14, Esc14, KM13, Kri15, PE13, ZP17].
Policy [AWD16, Kwi12].
Political [Boh14, CV12, KCS17, VHAHGC12].
Policy-Making [Lab14, Esc14, KM13, Kri15, PE13, ZP17].
Polish [AWD16, Kwi12].
Political [Boh14, CV12, KCS17, VHAHGC12].
politicization [SV15, LS12b].
politicized [Gou11].
Politics [Cla13b, DMRJ13, KS17, KdR17, Rah15, Wic13a, SPH10].
pollution [BSBD14].
poor [BGW12].
population [AL11].
Portfolio [HFW +12, Hla17].
portrait [Art14].
Portugal [Lar12, SSC17].
Portuguese [SRC17].
Positioning [Tei14].
post [CETRW12]. post-Dickey-Wicker [CETRW12].
postdoctoral [WLS12].
potential [BSM14, RBdCBB10].
potentials [ADK16].
Power [Lov16, Mus12, CGL13, Hub14, LSZ16a].
PPI [dC16].
Practical [Gut16].
Practice [Con17, Das15, Bre12, FWRF14, NGB14, Sch11, WBB11, Lus16].
Practice-based [Das15, NGB14].
practices [HGS11, LH11, TM12, Tuf11, VG14].
Practise [Lab14].
practitioner [BSHG16].
Prediction [Hlá17].
Predictors [WCK +14].
prefers [Lev12].
price [Fra12].
principles [GST13].
priorities [HJS17, LP16].
proritization [HJS17].
priority [BLS12, FM15].
privacy [FG13, Sev13, Sta13, SN13, WF13].
Private [Fra12, Gop14, Haw15, Arz10, FT12, GG14, LKP16, Maz14, SN13, VCs16].
proactive [BSL16].
probable [Art11].
problems [RG17, SH14a, VHAHGC12, WH12a, WH12b].
process [HL11, Kin11, LVG11].
processes [Das17b, JC15, MJH +16, NZ16, Nie16a, SvPLK14].
procurement [Cla15, LG16, Rol13, TZI13].
producer [Joh11, Lau11].
producing [Aur17, Lōv11].
product [MVFG15].
production [BJR17, BCSF17, Dan17, DBO13, HFNW15, HB16, HFW11, KB11, LDL +10, LH11, NZ16, OMW13, PRZ +10, SvTvL15].
productive [WS16].
productivity [ASvLW17, FBB14, FCLG16, HL11].
products [MVFG15].
professor [Vic14].
professors [ADM16].
profiles [TRGA16].
profit [MVFG15].
Programme [Bre12, CP16, HFW +12, BSHG16, LS12a, Sco14, Tas14, TWGJ11].
Programmes [RP17, CP15, SSC17].
programming [KH12b, PE +14].
programs [FvDvR16, OL13, RdR17].
Progress [Kle12].
progressive [Dos10].
Projecting [Aur17].
projects [Bul15, CBB12, FBS16, PCS13, VCD16].
Promise [Gol17].
Promises [Jul12].
promote [Han10].
promoted [LP16].
promoters [Dun10].
Promoting [Tei14].
promotion [Agr12, Nie16a].
Property [Cad14, AR11, BGS12, CRS17, KCS15, Hem12, Nik15, Tan13].
Proposal [CP16].
Proposition [Dra14].
Prospecting [AdCBB15].
prospects [Agr12, Waa17].
protection [FG13].
PROTEE [VMP10].
providers [LSPC16].
Province [BKM10].
provision [SDP11].
proximity [HFNW15, RH15].
Public [Afz13, Cad14, Fra12, Gro11b, Haw15, Hro14, Lai17, LS12b, Rol13, She15, AG17a, Agr12, ACPB16, Art14, Arz10, AV10, AC11, BN15, Bes15, BH11, CV12, Cla15, Coo14, DP13, DA10, DDT10, Dut10, Esb14, FT12, FFP17, GP13, HLI +11, HFS +13, Hol10, Jen14, JCC10, Jul13, LH13, Mar11, DC12, Maz14, Nik15, O13, OR10, PE13, PR10, RMZ12, Röd15, SDP11, SFB10, SN13, TD12, TZI13, TM12, VHAHGC12, WBB11, dC16, Cla15, Gop14].
public-private [Arz10, FT12].
public-sector [Art14, GP13].
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